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Extreme HD game play, unsurpassed movie picture quality, and elegant design are at your fingertips with the GeForce 9800
GX2-based graphics card. Now you .... We and our partners use technologies, such as cookies and IP address, to collect website
performance and usage data in order to provide better experiences .... 2 x DVI-I (dual link) - 24+5 pin combined DVI 1 x
HDTV output 1 x HDMI. Graphics Engine. 2 GPUs - NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GX2. Bus Type. PCI Express 2.0 x16.. ... out
since then, and the folks at TweakTown have come upon both pictures and benchmarks of the upcoming card, currently known
as the GeForce 9800 GX2.. The black box We scored some nice photos of the Geforce 9800 GX2, and there is more where
these came from. We did confirm everything that we were talk.... Looks like it might be a while before we see Nvidia's real next
gen technology.I would hazzard a guess that maybe they are just treading water .... NVIDIA's been readying its own dual-GPU
response for some time now and we saw mechanical samples of the GeForce 9800 GX2 - a SKU .... Although we've already
seen a lot of different pictures of the GeForce 9800GX2, Fudzilla is the first site to have a screen shot from a manual of ....
[quote name='F.E.A.R.' post='126073' date='Feb 22 2008, 01:19 PM'] Rumour "The GeForce 9800 GX2 has 256 (128 per
GPU) stream processors. It will be .... Price, Name, Core, Mem, Buswidth, Memory, Displays, TV, VIVO, HD, HDCP, 2-Slot.
Camera, EVGA e-GeForce 9800 GX2 Hydro 1GB, 600 .... MSI GeForce 9800 GX2 1GB. Overview. Manufacturer. MSI.
Original Series. GeForce 9. Based On. GeForce 9800 GX2. Released After. March 18th, 2008.. How well can the Nvidia
GeForce 9800 GX2 GPU run PC game system ... by scorching frame rates, true-to-life extreme HD gaming, and picture-perfect
Blu-ray .... HardOCP got their hands on info and pictures of NVIDIA's upcoming GeForce 9800 GX2 graphics card. This card
is a new graphics beast that .... Extreme HD game play, unsurpassed movie picture quality, and elegant design are at your
fingertips with the GeForce 9800 GX2-based graphics card. Now you .... The folks over at HardOCP have managed to score a
few pictures of Nvidia's 65nm 9800 GX2 (which has had a promotion to the 9-series).The board will launch .... ... two GeForce
9800 GPUs in a single graphics solution, the EVGA 9800GX2 is the ... and post-processor delivers unprecented picture clarity,
smooth video and .... The unreleased card, which the source dubbed GeForce 9800 GX2, was shown on its side revealing a port
cluster that includes an S/PDIF optical audio port, .... NVIDIA PureVideo HD Technology The combination of high-definition
video decoding acceleration and post-processing delivers unprecedented picture clarity, .... NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GX2
Pictures and Features. Posted by Nathan Kirsch | Fri, Jan 04, 2008 - 12:20 PM. Kyle Bennett over at HardOCP has posted up ....
The first pictures of what seems to be the GeForce 9800GX2 have just popped up on the web and we've got them...
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